
Ya Spin On Jane Austen Emma Jane In Ya:
Unveiling the Modern Adaptations
When it comes to classic literature, Jane Austen's works have stood the test of
time. Her novel "Emma" has captured the hearts of millions of readers around the
world with its wit, charm, and timeless characters. But what happens when you
give this beloved tale a contemporary twist? In this article, we will explore the
world of modern adaptations of Jane Austen's "Emma" with a YA (Young Adult)
spin. From books to movies, get ready to discover the reinventions of Emma Jane
in the YA genre.

1. Emma (The Austen Project) by Alexander McCall Smith

In 2014, the Austen Project aimed to bring Austen's novels to a new generation of
readers by commissioning contemporary authors to rewrite her works. Alexander
McCall Smith took on the challenge of reimagining "Emma" and transported the
story to the modern-day world. In this adaptation, Emma Woodhouse becomes a
twenty-first-century matchmaker, meddling in the love lives of those around her.
McCall Smith's take on Emma is both charming and relatable, making it a must-
read for YA fans.

2. The Lost Memoirs of Jane Austen by Syrie James

While not a direct adaptation of "Emma," "The Lost Memoirs of Jane Austen" by
Syrie James is a captivating historical fiction novel that intertwines Austen's life
with her beloved characters. This YA novel follows Jane Austen herself as she
embarks on a journey to uncover the secret love affairs behind her famous works.
With glimpses into the making of "Emma" and other Austen novels, this book
offers a unique perspective on the iconic author while keeping YA readers
enthralled.
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3. Clueless (1995)

"Clueless" is a cult classic film that brings the story of "Emma" to the silver screen
with a modern twist. Set in the fashionable world of Beverly Hills high school,
Cher Horowitz takes on the role of Emma as a popular and privileged teenager
who loves nothing more than matchmaking her friends. Alicia Silverstone's
portrayal of Cher brings a bubbly and lighthearted energy to the character,
capturing the essence of Emma in a contemporary context. This adaptation
remains a favorite among YA audiences.

4. Emma Approved (Web Series)

"Emma Approved" is a web series created by the same team behind the
successful "The Lizzie Bennet Diaries." This modern adaptation of "Emma"
follows Emma Woodhouse, played by Joanna Sotomura, as she navigates her
career as a lifestyle coach and matchmaker. The series cleverly combines vlogs,
emails, and other interactive elements to immerse viewers in Emma's world. With
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its fresh take on the story and engaging format, "Emma Approved" offers YA
audiences a unique and interactive viewing experience.

5. Epic Fail by Claire LaZebnik

In "Epic Fail," Claire LaZebnik transports "Emma" to a contemporary high school
setting. Elise Benton fills the shoes of Emma, a popular and witty girl who
enthusiastically meddles in the love lives of her peers. This YA novel captures the
essence of Jane Austen's work while addressing modern-day issues such as
popularity, social media, and the complexities of teenage relationships. "Epic Fail"
is a delightful and relatable adaptation that will resonate with fans of both YA and
Jane Austen.

The world of Jane Austen's "Emma" has been reimagined in various ways to
captivate a new generation of readers and viewers. From contemporary
adaptations in literature to modern films and web series, the YA genre has
embraced the charm and wit of Emma Woodhouse. Whether you prefer the
written word or the silver screen, these adaptations offer a fresh take on a
timeless story and provide YA audiences with engaging and relatable
entertainment.
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Dimensions : 8.5 x 1.18 x 11 inches

Emily Holzhaus, beautiful, clever, and popular, had lived nearly ten and seven
years in the world with very little to distress or vex her.

…Except, with her sister moving out and getting married, how can Emily apply to
UCLA? Her father dreads an empty house, and he expects Emily to stay close.
…And then there’s Blake, who persists in his frowny face disapproval of what will
be Emily’s matchmaking triumph: the sweet and zany Harryet with the smooth yet
vulnerable Elton. Blake tells Emily to stop meddling, but he can’t see the magic
like Emily can.
…Ooh, and perfect Jane Santiago, who’s hiding a secret boyfriend. Who wouldn’t
be distressed or vexed (or, okay, intrigued) by that? “Just leave it alone, Em,”
Blake says, but flawless, thousand point GPA Jane has a clandestine romance?
As if there’s anyone in the world who can leave that alone.

But when Emily’s matchmaking and sleuthing reveal unexpected truths, she is
forced to reevaluate what is most important in a friend—and what to do with
longstanding friendships that are rancid beneath the surface. Humorous, smart,
and fun, Emily is a YA spin on Austen’s Emma about what happens when plans
unravel, friendships evolve, and secrets explode.
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